Azure Information Protection Services (AIP)
Cognizant advises on, implements and manages enterprise data discovery, data classification and data protection solutions leveraging Microsoft Azure Information Protection Services (AIP). A strong partnership with Microsoft and experience implementing AIP across transformation initiatives on the Azure cloud mean Cognizant is well placed to offer a complete suite of protection services centered around data.

**Enterprise scenarios delivered by Cognizant:**
- **Enumerate** the file shares/network shares across the enterprise as part of a larger asset discovery exercise
- **Discover** sensitive data using AIP across the enterprise landscape
- **Classify** the data in alignment with enterprise data classification policy
- **Design and build** Azure rights management system (RMS) templates
- **Tailor** RMS permissions to accommodate special requests from business groups.
- **Integrate** AIP with other third-party data classification and information rights management (IRM) solutions
- **Integrate** AIP with third-party data loss prevention (DLP) solutions
- **Ingest** AIP logs into third-party security incident event management (SIEM) solutions

**Delivery Excellence**
- Experience **mapping** data classification policies with RMS templates and creating custom templates in enterprise-wide AIP rollouts

**Time to market**
- **Readable available scripts** for major platforms to enumerate unstructured data stores across the enterprise to aid AIP data discovery and classification
- Discover **access permissions** across data stores, consolidate permissions and **initiate access remediation** by integrating with IAM solution

**Cost savings**
- **Managed services for business as usual support**—Ticket based pricing
- **Integrated delivery** for implementing Azure native security controls—Identity & access, data, infrastructure and risk compliance

**Why customers choose Cognizant**
- Data protection and privacy offerings protect data through its entire life cycle
- Extensive experience protecting data at rest, in transit and in use
- Strategic partnership with Microsoft enables seamless AIP rollout across the enterprise
- Microsoft trained and certified professionals
Contact your Cognizant representative today

To learn more about how Cognizant Security can help your organization, please contact your account representative today. For additional details about our extensive portfolio of security services please visit cognizant.com/security or contact us at cognizantsecurity@cognizant.com.
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Cognizant (Nasdaq-100: CTSH) is one of the world’s leading professional services companies, transforming clients’ business, operating and technology models for the digital era. Our unique industry-based, consultative approach helps clients envision, build and run more innovative and efficient businesses.

Headquartered in the U.S., Cognizant is ranked 193 on the Fortune 500 and is consistently listed among the most admired companies in the world. Learn how Cognizant helps clients lead with digital at www.cognizant.com or follow us @Cognizant.
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